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CSU budget cuts
reduced by state
By Marie Byrne
StaHWrItar

Tom Viskodl/Mustang Daily

The year’s first activity hour blasted off yesterday with students rocking to the tunes of the Ya-Yas while cat
ching the week’s first rays of sunlight. Fortunately, the nice weather should continue through the weekend.

CSU OKs Paris
study for 1989
By Alicia M . Kaplan
Staff Writer

Cal Poly’s Paris study pro
gram has received from the
California
State
University
system to begin planning for a
tentative starting date of fall
1989.
The Paris study program was
initially proposed for fall 1988,
but due to a freeze placed on any
new state programs, the CSU
chancellor postponed the pro
posal. Jon Ericson, former dean
of the School of Liberal Arts,
said the Chancellor’s Office ap
proved the program this sum
mer.
Ericson created the program to
highlight French culture for a
growing number of interested
students. Students will live with
French families, not in dor
mitories as in the London pro
gram.
"Housing the students with
French families enriches the ex
perience for the student. It’s a
real genuine experience to stay
with non-English speaking fami
lies,’’ he said.
Ericson, who now heads the
International Education program
on campus, said the Paris session
is much different than the Lon
don study because it "is more
focused in the French culture
with French literature, art and
language." The London program
is broader and offers primarily
general education courses in the

arts, humanities and social
sciences, he said.
To qualify to study in Paris,
s tu d e n ts
m ust
have
the
equivalent of a second-year
language requirement or be able
to show an equivalent language
skill.
The Paris program, as opposed
to the London program, will
employ Paris-based instructors
to teach students.
However, two Cal Poly in
structors may join the faculty.
Odile Clause from the foreign
language department and Donald
Lazere
from
the
English
department are anticipated to
instruct for the new program in
1989.
A program of cultural and
social events in Paris are planned
to reinforce the academic pro
gram. Weekly activities range
from visits to museums and
galleries, theater performances
and sightseeing lours. The pro
gram fee covers the cost of most
activities.
Ericson said he has many ideas
of expanding the overseas study
programs to other nations.
" I t’s a main interest of mine to
develop some program with
d e v e lo p in g c o u n tr ie s and
possibly providing opportunities
to a group of students to go over
as a senior project," he said.
Ericson said an example would
be for agriculture, economic and
soil science students to travel to
See PARIS, back page
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T he
C a lif o r n ia
S ta te
Legislature voted to give the
California
State
University
system $18 million in set-aside
funds to offset the S66-million
budget cut it sustained in June,
said Frank Lebens, associate vice
president of academic resources.
The CSU faced a $50 million
reduction of its general fund and
a $16 million reduction of non
m e rit s a la ry a d ju s tm e n ts
because the state did not receive
as much money in taxes as ex
pected last spring.
Gov. George Deukmejian set
aside $13 million to help the CSU
survive the cut and the
legislature added another $5
million for CSU.
The CSU Board of Trustees
reduced each of the 19 campuses’
budgets proportionally. The $18
million given back to CSU will be
distributed to the universities in

the same fashion. Each campus
will decide where to return funds,
said Lebens.
Some p ro p o sed cuts are
deleting funds for all non-faculty
merit salary adjustments, deferr
ing effective dates for all new
positions from July 1, 1988 to
Sept. 1, 1988 and not purchasing
furniture for new employees. The
largest portion of the budget cut
was taken in unspecified areas
and each university had to
eliminate
funding
wherever
possible.
Cal Poly’s original reduction
was almost $2 million and af
fected almost every area of the
university. Each department was
told how much money it had to
cut. All programs such as the
Health Center, the Placement
Center and student affairs pro
grams had to figure out how to
operate on reduced funds.
Hazel Scott, dean of student
affairs, said the budget cuts will
Sec BUDGET, back page

Water restrictions still valid
By A licia M . Kaplan
Staff Writer

Even though the drought con
ditions of the past year have
lessened, returning Cal Poly stu
dents are still under the waterconservation ordinances created
last spring.
Ray Cardwell, the Water Con
servation Coordinator for San
Luis Obispo, said that the ordi
nances prohibit gutter-flooding,
leaky fixtures, and set man
datory outdoor irrigation sched
ules.
The leaky-fixiure and run-off
ordinances were passed in April
1987.
The mandatory outdoor-irriga
tion schedules, which went into
effect July I, limit people who
live at even-numbered street ad
dresses to lawn watering on

Mondays,
Wednesdays,
and
Saturdays.
People who live at oddnumbered addresses can only
water on Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Sundays. No outdoor irriga
tion is allowed on Fridays.
Cardwell said new landscapes are
exempt from the water schedul
ing upon approval from the
Public Works Department.
Cardwell said students are
high users of water and need to
be aware of the city’s water pro
blem.
" I ’m looking for compliance
from the incoming students with
conserving the city’s water,’’
Cardwell said. " I t’s a city pro
blem that can only be solved if
the citizens get behind it."
Cardwell monitors city water
use. He is responsible for enforc
ing the excessive-runoff ordi

nance and m andatory water
schedules. Offenders are warned
verbally three times before a
written warning is issued. If
these warnings are ignored,
city-council-approved citations,
ranging from $85 to $500, can be
issued.
In order to alleviate the
decreasing water supply, the city
also increased the fee for water
usage. This increase was first
seen on August billings, but was
retroactive to June 1. Each
household is charged 75 cents per
unit of water or about every 750
gallons. That charge is for the
first 10 units, anything above
that is $1.50 per unit.
"Water is a resource that’s
finite and we should use it wisely
whether we’re paying for it or
n o t,”
sa id
C a rd w e ll.

Houlgate’s first priority:

Head seeks philosophy major
By Steve Hannon
sun wm*r
After one-and-a-half weeks at
his post, the new head of the
philosophy department is mov
ing full steam ahead in his pur
suit to establish a philosophy
major.
"The big item is to attempt to
get a philosophy major here,"
said new department head
Laurence Houlgate.
Presently,
only a minor is offered.
"We are the only campus out
of 19 in the CSU (California State
University) system that doesn’t
have a philosophy m ajor
program."
Houlgate said he believes the
department has a stronger facul
ty than many other universities
of this size in the country.
"We have people on our faculty
who have national and interna
tional reputations," he said. "In
fact, we have a stronger facultythan many other universities
that offer Ph.D’s in philosophy.’’
He said adding the major pro

gram would not require any ad
ditional faculty or classes.
"We wouldn’t have to change
much,’’ Houlgate said. "W e’d
just have to restructure some of
the existing courses we have."
Houlgate said he enjoyed tak
ing over the administrative
duties of department head, but
that it’s not the kind of position
that should be permanent.
" I t’s the sort of job that
should be shared among the
faculty. Every three years or so
the position should be rotated
among the professors."
Houlgate replaced Talmage
S criven, who headed
the
department for three years.
Scriven has returned to full-time
teaching.
H o u lg a te
e a rn e d
his
u n d e r g r a d u a te
d e g re e
in
philosophy from Cal State Los
Angeles and has two advanced
degrees from UCLA. Houlgate’s
studies have been in the fields of
social philosophy, philosophy of
law, ethics, political philosophy
and bioethics.

Before coming to Cal Poly in
1979, he taught at Cal State
Fullerton, UCLA, Reed College
and George Mason University.
Houlgate has authored two
Sec MAJOR, back page
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Letters to the Editor

Capers with
CAPTURE
Editor — The new system
CAPTURE is more than a head
ache. 1 got more frustrated and
angry than I do when I’m in Los
Angeles traffic behind 100 ob
noxiously slow drivers.
On Tuesday, Sept. 13 at 7 a.m.,
I attempted to dial 756-7777 and
reach out to the new high tech
answering machine. For the first
hour I listened to a firm female
voice announcing all the lines
were busy, please try again at a
later time. The following hour, 8
to 9 a.m., only the piercing busy
signal could be reached, remin
ding me that as I tried to enter
this new system, some other
lucky bastard with an automatic
redial on his computer phone
system was filling the seat I
wanted for my much-needed
English class. Need I say more?
I have chalked up another
mark to CHANCE, the name
I’ve re-christened CAPTURE,
which only captures your dimes
and your ears with busy signals.
My Jeanne Dixon Fall 1988
Prediction for the year is that
CHANCE, (Cal Poly’s Humorous
Attempt at New Computer Effi
ciency) will be the single-most
frustrating aspect of attending
Cal Poly this new school year.
Michael P. Mann
Industrial Technology

Idiocy leads
to surgery
Editor — As the level of com
plexity in our society grows, so
does the quality and magnitude
of idiocy among its people. There
is a definite deficiency in
recognizing important social and
environmental issues, and then
later establishing priority to
resolve those most critical. For
example, notice how large
amounts of money are used daily
for unimportant, superficial and
ridiculous reasons. The most re
cent media regurgitation that
comes to mind which illustrates a
“ by product’’ of this instantgratification society was the
Jessica Hahn plastic surgery
binge. How could a woman spend

BLOOM CO U N TY

thousands of dollars on her lips,
eyes, and breasts and manage to
neglect her ever-important feet;
the faithful feet that daily sup
port this modern day Frankens
tein. The only consolation for me
is that 1 have not yet been in
fected by this selfish, plastic
virus. 1 feel confident that the
surgery scheduled for me next
week will have some real benefit
to society. My surgeon will per
form a toe-suction and laster-lift
operation which will enhance my
pedal pulse. I am also taking ad
vantage of a revolutionary pro
cedure which will provide my feet
with aromatically flavored toejam, fortified with all nine essen
tial vitamins as recommended by
the F.D.A. This goes to prove
that not all bimbos waste money
on meaningless whims while the
planet’s atmosphere and oceans
go to hell. Some of us do have
our priorities in order ...
Marisa Umnus
Engineering Technology

Democrats
spur deficit
Editor — The Democrats have
controlled the House of Repre
sentatives 92 percent and the
Senate 78 percent of the years
since 1933 — loo long. Thus,
many Democrats and Indepen
dents will vote Republican in
November.
The Democrats say they are
for the people, yet they have
burdened families, farmers, and
businesses with heavy taxes,
debt, a 1,200-agency bureaucra
cy, four big wars, with no
reserves. Would we have voted
for deficit spending? Is that what
men died for on battlefields?
Our founding fathers would
say, “ We made Congress your
servant, but the Democrats have
made it your master.”
It’s lime to write members of
Congress ... “ cut spending in all
departments, balance the budget,
make 2 percent yearly payments
on debt, pay it in SO years, and
stop bankrupting the nation.”
W^e can help end deficit spen
ding, save our Republic, and save
our precious freedom for our
children and grandchildren.
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Vacation in New Guinea?
Past Deadline
By Coleen Bondy
I had a rare opportunity in the weeks before this
quarter started to do something few people in this
country have ever done. I visited Papua New
Guinea, a large island, surrounded by several
smaller ones, north of Australia.
Why? I was on a scuba diving trip, and the fact
that most people don’t know where New Guinea is
is the reason the diving is so good there. Unspoilt
coral reefs and an amazing variety and abundance
of marine life make New Guinea one of the best
dive spots in the world. I spent 11 days on a very
comfortable dive boat, the Telita.
There were seven divers on the boat. My father
and I have been diving for several years together,
and we have both gotten serious about underwater
photography. We dive regularly with the Channel
Islands Underwater Photo Society, and there were
seven of us from this club on the boat.
In the first few days of incredible diving, we
would surface from a dive and a number of dug-out
canoes with curious islanders would be clustered
around the Telita. They stared in wonder at our
strange-looking dive equipment and camera gear.
When we weren’t diving, we took advantage of
the opportunity to explore the lush islands we were
anchored off of. Four of us set out one afternoon in
the little dinghy tied to the 65-foot dive boat.
We came upon a sandy shore, with four or five
huts set back from the water. There were a few
adults on shore, two puppies, and a few women
(some we would consider young girls) with babies.
The islanders we had met previously had mostly
been children. (Each person, from the tiniest of
tots, had their own canoe and were expert with
them). The Melanesian features are very distinct.
The men and women have broad features; wide
mouths and sloping foreheads, and very friendly
smiles. The children were adorable, and there was a
common occurrence of blonde hair, which looked
unusual to me, not ever having seen blonde black
people before.
We had heard that in the highlands some of the
warring tribes practiced cannibalism. There is a
disease still found in certain areas that can only be
gotten from eating human brains, a ritual of these
tribes. They eat the brains of their enemies. But
the larger cities in lower altitudes, and the islands,
were mostly inhabited by people who go to regular
schools and learn English. Very friendly people.
On this island the older people were friendly but
reserved. But there was a definite lack of children.
Then school got out. We were swarmed with
laughing, shrieking, excited children. They
marveled at our hair and cameras. The children
encircled each one of us, asked us our names, and
played games with one another. They asked me my
name, and I told them “ Coleen.” I heard whispers
of “ Miss Coleen” for the rest of our visit. They
would point to a boy and tell me “ His name is Miss
Coleen,” and then go into hysterics. I loved it.
They walked us proudly to their river, about a
quarter of a mile. The path we walked on was sur

rounded by dense jungle growth. They gave us
fresh coconuts to drink the milk from. They wore a
combination of their culture and ours. Some wore
sarongs with Rambo T-shirts. Madonna was also
popular. Others wore regular shorts and shirts, or
dresses.
The island we dove around. New Hanover, is
located at about 2 degrees latitude below the
equator, and the temperature was about the same
in or above the water — a wet 85 degrees.
When we got to the river, the children all jumped
in the water, laughing and shouting. One of the
men in our group jumped in, too, and the kids got a
kick out of that. They loved to have their picture
.taken. When a camera was aimed at a spot, the
children ran and squirmed against each other to
get in it. They smiled constantly.
Once in a while I felt a hand touch my hair, then
heard shrieks of laughter. I finally stopped and
asked them if they wanted to touch my hair. They
laughed again, but about twenty pairs of inquisi
tive, gentle hands went up to my shoulder-length,
dark blonde hair. More shrieks. They exclaimed
“ Oh, it’s so soft!” One adorable girl, Anna, was
sort of my guide. She would instruct the others not
to laugh, or to stop touching, etc. She told me the
kids were afraid to speak English, though they
learned it in school. There are about 700 indigenous
languages in New Guinea. Villagers learn English,
a pidgeon English, and their own language, at
school.
On our way back to the dinghy, I was handed a
small moss figure, and a 6-foot long pole with a
carved canoe at the top. The children told me it
was a traditional stick. One of the men in our
group asked them what to do with the moss
“ head.” He wanted to take a picture of me with it.
The kids told him you’re supposed to put it on
your head. So he put the thing on my head, and 1
held the stick in my hand. The children were sent
into yet another round of hysterics. I’m sure the
joke was on us, but all we could do was laugh. I
can’t wait to see that picture.
For two and a half weeks, I was a complete
minority in a very different culture from my own, I
couldn’t help thinking as I got back to San Luis
Obispo the Sunday before school started, that
many new students at Cal Poly would feel on this
campus the way I felt in New Guinea. I thought
about what an incredible cultural experience I had
had, and how Cal Poly as a university has such a
marked lack of culture. You gel very philosophical
after II days on a boat doing nothing but diving,
contemplating the enormity and beauty of nature,
and people, and everything.
I wanted to share my experience with this cam
pus, where I find all too often that students are
afraid of, or disdain, people who can’t be described
as WASP. There is so much diversity in the world.
We should learn to appreciate the beauty of each
culture, not shun what we don’t know, or
disrespect what we don’t understand.

Harold Lindemann
New Jersey

by B erke Breathed
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Students may choose buses,
bikes over $108-a-year parking
By Brenda Suppanz
staff Writer

The hike in parking permit
fees, effective this fall, may give
Cal Poly students a bit more in
centive to find alternative modes
of transportation.
Permits went from $7.50 per
month to $12 per month.
The extra revenue will be used
to fund the CSU system-wide
capital outlay program. This
program maintains the parking
facilities at all CSU campuses,
said James Landreth, vice presi
dent for business affairs.
Students who have previously
driven to school may opt for
riding a bike, taking the bus or
walking, instead of paying higher
fees, Landreth said.
“ It does appear that we are
seeing more bicycles on campus,”
he added.

Another twist to the increase, she said.
Landreth explained, is that
“ What we really want to do is
because the daily parking fee make ourselves available as a
went from 75 cents to $1.50, system,” Knofler said.
students who used to buy a daily
Landreth said that the whole
or weekly pass might now invest parking issue has been con
in a quarterly pass.
troversial.
Landreth said that because
“ Any time you have a fee in
many students may be riding the crease, it’s not well received.”
bus instead of driving, SLO
Two groups on campus have
transit will be monitoring its not been charged the new rate
passengers in the next few weeks , yet because they are still in ‘he
to make sure it can accommodate process of negotiation.
everyone.
These groups include: Unit .
“ They are very concerned that faculty and librarians; and Unit
the price increase will affect their 8, public safety officers.
busload,” he said.
Lee Diaz, university cashier
Nancy Knofler, SLO Transit supervisor, said students are still
manager, said the number of buying annual permits, now at
riders is being watched closely.
$108.
If there is an increase in de
“ I thought it would have a
mand, there is a possibility that higher effect than it did, but ...
the company will have to hire it’s not as , noticeable as we
more drivers to increase service. thought.”

w
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Wright says
didn’t tell
CIA secrets
W ASH INGTON
(A P)
—
House Speaker Jim Wright
denied Thursday that he revealed
anything classified when he
criticized a covert CIA operation
in Nicaragua, while Republicans
pressed for formal ethics and in
telligence investigations of the
speaker’s remarks.
Wright, who has become a
lightning rod for Democrats on
Central America policy, found
himself again embroiled in con
troversy for his revelation two
days earlier that the Central In
telligence Agency had instigated
demonstrations aimed at provok
ing the leftist Managua gov
ernment and sabotaging peace
talks with the Contra rebels.
The speaker repeated that
assertion to reporters, but con
tended such CIA activity was al
ready well known through news
reports.
“ I didn’t say anything that
was revealed to me as classified
information,” said Wright, DTexas,
While he denied breaking rules
against
disclosing
secrets,
Wright did not specify how he
had learned of the covert opera
tion in Nicaragua. He and other
Democrats sought to focus at
tention on the administration’s
action rather than the propriety
of Wright’s disclosure.
“ In late August of last year I
became aware that elements of
the U.S. government were seek
ing to disturb the domestic tran
quility in Central America, to
foment disturbances with a view
to seeing if they could provoke”
the Sandinistas into a crackdown
that would derail peace talks,
Wright said.
“ That seems to me just in
tolerably two-faced,” he said.
Wright added that he had been
given “ indirect assurance” that
the practice has now been halted.
House
Republican
Leader
Robert Michel of Illinois and
Rep. Dick Cheney, R-Wyo.,
c h a irm a n
of
th e
H o u se
Republican Conference, formally
requested investigations in both
the Intelligence Committee and
the et+iics committee, which has
responsibility
for
enforcing
non-disclosure rules.
The ethics panel, formally
known as the Commitee on
Standards of Official Conduct,
already is investigating Wright
on unrelated allegations.
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Foundation Food Service and
El Corral Bookstore wish to
congratulate the winners in the 1988
WOW Week drawing:

546-8447

David Barrios.............................................Bicycle
Gina C ardinel................................................VCR
Janice McDermott................................Wall Clock
Gerald Hatley............ 1 year refrigerator rental

RESTAURANT - CANTINA

We dare y ou
to tiy our 60 oz.
MARGARITAS!
Open 7 days
a week
7:00 am - 10:00 pm

We would also like to congratulate the winners of these
prizes;
•2 Gift Certificates for Vista Grande Restaurant
•2 Gift Certificates for Julian's
•2 Gift Certificates for the Campus Store
•5 WOW T-Shirts
•11 Frisbees

543-8835

1761 Monterey St., SLO
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For more Information
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Lawyer's Assistant Program
Room 318 Serra Hall
San Diego CA 92110
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Address
C ity .
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Permanent Phone #
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BELIEVEIT ORNOT, THIS GUY
IS INa ASS.
If you're looking for excitement and adven
ture, you'll fmd it when you enroll in Army
ROTC. It's not your ordiiULry college elective.
Find out more. Contact Larry Stayton,
Dexter Room 1IS. Or call 756-ROTC.

.Zip.
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Bentsen raps GOP trade policy

One set of
picturesjust
isn’t enough!”

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
Democrat Lloyd Bentsen told a
Silicon Valley audience Thursday
that the Republicans’ “ donothing trade policy’’ has left the
American military dangerously
dependent on imported computer
parts.
The Reagan administration
turned its back while competitive
American businesses such as
semi-conductor manufacturers
were “ devastated by unfair
competition,’’ the vice presiden
tial candidate told employees of
the Intel Corp., one of the na
tion’s premier producers of com

puter chips.
“ This administration talks
tough on national defense ... but
their do-nothing trade policy has
left us dependent on Japan for 40
percent of the computer chips
used in our own weaponry,’’
Bentsen said.
“ I’m here to tell you that a
Dukakis-Bentsen administration
will not rest until strong, com
petitive American companies like
Intel have an equal opportunity
to compete around the world,’’
Bentsen said.
“ There is one clear difference
in this election: Mike Dukakis

Get 2 sets

of K(H)AK Color Printe
for the price of 1!
Order one set of KODAK Color Prints at the regular price and get a
second set to share. So hurry! Bring in your film today for quality
developing and printing by Kodak. And ask for full details.

Hot-tubbing by the hour
Motel accomodations...each with a
private spa on balcony
^
Massage therapy
coupon

Offer good through October 1.
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Bookstoie

$5.00 O FF
any hot tub for two

(w/coupon)
Not Valid Saturdays ft Holidays
1215 Avila Beach Dr. SL.O.
expires 1 0 /1 4 /8 8

I
I
I
I
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and Lloyd Bentsen support a
trade policy for America.’’
Although the Silicon Valley
area near the Intel plant voted
for President Reagan over his
Democratic challenger, Walter
Mondale, in 1984 by a margin of
58 percent to 41 percent, Bentsen
was warmly welcomed in the
crowded plant cafeteria.
With Democratic presidential
nom inee D ukakis back in
Massachusetts,
Bentsen was
campaigning for California’s 47
electoral votes.
Bentsen had cam paigned
Wednesday in Sacramento and
Fresno. After the Santa Clara
appearance, Bentsen departed
for a paper factory in Everett,
Wash., to continue to emphasize
the trade issue.
In his Santa Clara talk, the
Texas senator also delivered the
same warning that Dukakis gave
in Boston — that the BushQuayle ticket will try to use
Social Security funds to reduce
the federal budget deficit if
elected in November.
Over the past eight years, the
Republican Party has “ waged
unrelenting
warfare
against
Social Security,’’ Bentsen said.
“ George Bush doesn’t get to
vote very often,’’ he said. “ But
one of the few votes he cast (as
vice president) scored a direct hit
on Social Security benefits for
your parents and some of you,’’
he said.
Bentsen cited the occasion in
May 1985 when Bush, presiding
over the Senate as vice president,
cast the tie-breaking vote in
favor of freezing cost-of-living
adjustments for Social Security
benefits.
“ They can wrap themselves in
the flag, but they can’t hide from
the truth on Social Security,” he
said. “ As Ronald Reagan said,
facts are 'roublesome things.”
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Silent challenge
Hearing impaired adjust
to study at hearing schooi

W

hen making the transi- People asked where 1 worked and
tion from high school to said, ‘Oh, you’re a dishwasher,’
college, new students and I’d say, ‘No, I have a cookanxiously
a n tic ip a te ingjob.’ ”
major
changes. However, five
While some people may think
Cal Poly students face a greater Parker’schoice to continue his
challenge,
education is a bold one, he
Glenn Parker, an animal strongly disagrees that his
science major, and Jamie Glass, disability sets him apart from
a computer science major, are other students.
two in this small minority.
‘Most deaf people have a
At first, both appear like normal education in high school
average college students armed and earn a degree, but some
with backpacks, pens and quick don’t and drop out. It’s the same
smiles. But there is something as hearing people. Some people
quite different about them when continue and others drop out. We
compared to an average Cal Poly are the same human beings and
student,
make decisions,”
Parker and Glass are deaf.
At first, the hearing impaired
‘‘My life on campus is fine may be isolated socially, he said,
since I learned to live in the The majority of students on
hearing world,” Parker said, ‘‘I campus do not understand sign
have friends and we chat. I’m language or may feel uncomfor
really happy, I have no problems table around someone who is
at all,”
perceived as different. This has
Parker relies heavily on sign caused Parker to become more
language to communicate and social.
rarely reads lips. During the in
“ My education is the same as
terview, all communicating was others, only I face a problem,” he
done using a pen and paper,
said. “ I join clubs to meet and
‘‘I talk to friends who don’t talk with others. I learn and
sign by using a pad or pen or I grow from it. We learn that we’re
gesture,” he said, ‘‘I rely on the same. Sometimes I’m quiet,
myself,”
and I go out alone. I’ve only been
Parker faced many challenges here for a year, so I don’t know a
when he first enrolled at Cal Po lot of people.”
ly, As a transfer student from a
Parker says he lives like any
college in Fremont, he left a large other student.
deaf community to join a com
“ I live on my own, cook
munity with few deaf students,
myself, clean house and my
“ When I first went to class, it alarm clock is a light signal to
was tough,” Parker said, “ It was wake me up in the morning.”
tough to keep up in class, but I
This year Parker is living on a
loved my first quarter. Even ranch and works with Arabian
with a bad start, I got along horses.
fine,”
“ I do ranch work and go to
Parker emphasized that he of school,” he said. “ I love the out
ten learns from his mistakes.
doors and was so happy when I
The most significant cause of got this job.”
Parker’s hearing loss was a hear
To be able to use a phone,
ing defect detected soon after Parker, like other hearing im
birth. At two, a majority of his p a ire d
s tu d e n ts ,
uses a
hearing was lost when a high Telecomunications Device for the
fever destroyed critical nerves, Deaf (TDD). This device can be
Parker said he can hear loud described as an advanced tele
noises such as “ tires screeming,” phone with a keyboard. A TDD
but he is legally deaf.
must be present at both ends of
Regardless of his hearing loss, the line and acts as a teletype.
Parker said he does not have to Disabled Student Services (DSiS),
struggle harder than hearing located across from El Corral
students. He said his greatest Bookstore, loan these devices to
feat is overcoming what he calls students while they earn a
the “ stereotype bust.”
degree. The average cost for a
“ People will say what the deaf TDD will cost about S2S0.
can do is only be a dishwasher, TDD’s are also located around
janitor, stick to a simple job or key areas on campus like Public
be on welfare. I was once a cook. Safety and the Administration

Story by Kelley Cummins
Photos by T o m Viskocll
(Top)lntarprater Susan Chilton signs to a studsnt In a psychology cisss; Computar Scianca
major Jamla Glass somatimas usas an Intarpratar.
______________

Building.
The coordinator for Disabled
S tudent
Services,
H arriet
Clendenen, said DSS provides
essential services for the hearing
impaired. Funded by the state
budget on a per-capita basis,
DSS provides notetakers and in
terpreters. Interpreters are stu
dents who act as a laison be
tween a professor and a deaf
student by translating lectures
into sign language.
“ Interpreting is not an easy
task, but it’s very important,”
said Clendenen.
DSS is currently seeking addi
tional interpreters.
“ We are desperately in need of
them,” Clendenen said. “ It’s
frustrating, because without
them, we are not able to com
pletely serve our students. We
will also give new interpreters
on-going
training.”
Because Cal
Poly only has
two full-time
in te rp re te rs ,
students are
forced to tape
lectures and
h av e
them
translated
when an in
terpreter has
time.
“ This isn’t
good because
there is so
much lost in
the process, 9•
Clendenen
s a i d . T ap e
recorders
don’t pick up
everything.”
One of the
two full-time
employees
developed
w h a t
Clendenen

called “ overuse syn
drome.” Due to rapid
and constant signing,
the interpreter was
forced to have surgery
to repair the ligaments
in her hands.
DSS also provides
basic instruction to
professors who will
have a deaf student in
a class.
‘‘We p rep are a
packet of informaton
for the professors,”
Clendenen said. “ We
explain simple things
like don’t turn your
back and talk while
w ritin g
on
th e
c h a lk b o a rd ,
d o n ’t
stand in front of a window or
don’t have bushy facial hair.”
During the year, two additional
hearing imparied students may
enroll at Cal Poly.
“ I make it clear that this is a
rural, isolated area and that it’s
difficult to find qualified inter
preters,” Clendenen said. “ These
students come for the same
reason as hearing students. They
enroll at Poly because it has the
typical major they want, or
they’re local students.”
Jamie Glass, 24, was born with
her hearing loss.
Because she is a local resident
and her father teaches at Cal Po
ly, Glass decided to apply. She
enrolled because of her interest in
a computer science degree.
However, like many other stu
dents, Glass changed her mind
about that major.
“ I would like to change my
major to human development
and transfer to Northridge
because of the program they
have,” Glass said. “ Now I want
to be a teacher for the deaf and
help little kids. They must learn
a lot of things. I can teach

them.”
Glass uses sign language but
can read lips and has learned to
speak. During lectures, she can
rely on herself to gather infor
mation or can use a notetaker or
an interpreter.
Glass recently moved in with
three hearing roommates.
“ I like things most other peo
ple like,” she said. “ Sometimes
I’m not easy going. I don’t like
big groups of people. I wouldn’t
know anybody, and it’s not easy
for me to talk with them. I like
small groups because it’s easier
totalk.”
Glass stresses that she does
not need any special treatment
but does desire one thing.
“ I hope some students know or
learn sign language,” she said. “ I
hope they talk to me.”
Both Parker and Glass said
they share a concern to be ac
cepted as normal students.
“ I would like people to be com
fortable with me and other deaf
people,” Parker said. “ We need
no special treatment. We’re just
n o rm a l
p e o p l e .”
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Poly at home for weekend

Football team
looks for first
win of the year
By K arin H o ltz
Staff Writer

Coming off of two early season losses.
Cal Poly football coach Lyle Setencich still
has confidence for the remainder of the
season.
Setencich said Cameron University who
beat Poly 20-14 and Portland State, who
won 21-3, were just better teams than the
Mustangs. Cameron was the NAIA na
tional champions last year and Portland
was the runner-up in NCAA Division 11.
Saturday the Mustangs
will fight to
overcome their losses in the game against
the Angelo State Rams.
“ Angelo is comparable to Cameron and
Portland. I think it will be a very com
petitive game just like the last two,”
Setencich said.
The Rams are averaging 290.5 yards in
total offense, while giving up 196 yards a
game. They average 167.5 rushing yards
and 123 passing yards a game. Angelo
averages 16.5 points a game and of the 33
points scored this season, 30 have come in
the first half.
Comparably, the Mustangs average
257.5 yards a game in total offense with
132 yards rushing and 117 passing. They
are averaging 8.5 points a game with all
17 points scored in the fourth quarter.
The player to watch will be Rams runningback Junior Bell who leads the ground
game averaging 7.2 yards a carry. Bell has
carried the ball 16 times for 115 yards.
Setencich said Angelo’s quarterbacks,
starter Mickey Russell and Randy
Lofland, are both good athletes with
Russell being a runner and Lofland a
passer. Russell suffered a shoulder injury
against Sam Houston in their opening
game, but is expected back for Saturday’s
game.
Mustang quarterbacks Tom Sullivan
and Keith Jarrett have each started one
game, Sullivan against Cameron and Jar
rett against Portland. Setencich said it is

DARRELL MIHOfMuaUng Dally

T h « Lady Mustangs c«l«b rat« Monday’s win, but must now turn thair attantion toward two tough confaranca
m atch«« this waakand against UC Irvin« and Long Baach State.

yet to be decided who will start against
Angelo State.
“ They may be a little quicker than we
are,” Setencich said. “ They are a hardnosed physical football team.”
Setencich said the Mustangs “ are a lot
better than ...last year, but the level of
competition is dramatically better too.”
“ Our defense overall is playing better
than it did last year... The offensive line is
playing very well and the half-back posi
tion is played extremely well.” The leading
rushers are Rod Riley and Cornell
Williams who average 3.7 and 3.9 yards a
carry respectively. Setencich said there
are weaknesses in the tight-end, wide
receiver, and quarterback positions.

Lady Mustangs go
for 13th season win
fans. “ I think it might have hampered us
at times. The girls were maybe trying too
hard. They were not able to concentrate.
In three weeks, the Women’s Volleyball They just will have to become acclimated
team transformed from “ underdogs in 18 to big crowds.”
out of 20 conference matches,” to ranking
Tonight’s match against tenth-ranked,
ninth in a NCAA preseason poll.
6-0 Irvine and tomorrow’s showdown with
eigth-ranked (NCAA) 5-0 Long Beach
After defeating 11 pre-season oppo State, should give the team plenty of
nents, including wins at the Baden/Avia practice.
Classic, held at Louisiana State Universi
Junior Michelle Hansen is leading the
ty, and the Colorado State Classic, the
lady spikers have earned a reputation as a Lady Mustangs with 122 kills and 18 sertough team to beat, and opponents ''*''8 aces. Irvine’s main weapon is senior
unaware should be forewarned. The
Roberts with 76 kills. Long Beach’s
Tachikara Coaches’ poll ranked the Lady threat is junior Tara Cross, who visits Cal
Mustangs 13th in a preseason assessment.
Poly with 87 kills and 12 serving aces.
Cal Poly is hitting .273 as a team comPart of the team’s sudden success pared to Irvine’s .230 and Long Beach’s
results from on-court leader and freshman .315. Cal Poly is leading the series between
setter Kim Kaaiai (pronounced KA-eye).
both the teams, going 11-2 against Irvine
“ She is doing a good job fulfilling that and 7-2 over Long Beach,
role. The rest of the team is helping to
fulfill other emotional needs, like senior
Wilton
sees
NCAA-second-ranked
co-captian Erin Dieters, but Kim is the Hawaii as the toughest team to beat, but
quarterback of the team,” head coach
Mustangs have until Nov. 7 to prepare
Mike Wilton said.
match.
Wilton’s theory is to play one game at a
Wilton also attributes the “ never say time. “ We need to stay in focus. Right
die attitude” and bright outlook of the now the focus is Friday with Irvine. Then
players to their success. “ They come back it will be Saturday with Long Beach,
alive when all seems lost, as if they kick We’re just going to focus on one match at
open the casket and climb out of there.”
a time.”
Wilton said the Mustangs still have “ a
lot of growing to do. We need to pass well.
Tonight’s match starts at 7:30 in the
read cues from the other team better, and Robert A. Mott Gym. It is theMustang’s
block well,” he said.
opening match in the Big West
ConWilton noted that big crowds have had a ference.
definite effect on the team. For Monday’s
KVEC-Radio will be broadcasting both
home match against Pepperdine, the gym games this weekend with Colin Campbell
packed in over 2,300 loud, enthusiastic calling the play-by-play action.
By Julie Schmidt

Staff Writar

Sports Challenge ’88
homeless to help SLO
By

Terry

Lightfoot

Sports Editor

The opportunity to display your
physical prowess and atheletic ability is
coming your way with Sports Challenge
’88.
Sports Challenge ’88 is a sports/fitness
competition organized to benefit the
homeless of San Luis Obispo County.
Richard Blake and Mimi Glavin of Blake
Printery came up with the idea for the
event, said Martha Raaka, head of
publicity.
“ Richard Blake owner of Blake Printery
wanted to find a way to help the homeless
of the area” Raaka said.
Blake is running the event along with
Kevin Kennedy, of Kennedy Nautilus, has
run similar events in Atascadero in the
past, along with Kennedy and other com
munity groups and businesses Sports
Challenge was started. Glavin said that
the contest is a way to get the community
involved in helping the homeless.
Glavin said she is hoping the event will
raise close to S30,000 which will go to
Neighbors Helping Neighbors, an in
dependent, non-profit volunteer organiza
tion which reaches out to all county resi
dents through community support of local
health, youth and human service groups.
Delta Chi faternity will be helping out

SOCCER
SEPT. 2 8
OCT. 1
OCT. 5
WOMEN’S CROSS
OCT. 1
VOLLEYBALL
SEPT. 2 3
SEPT. 24
SEPT. 3 0
FOOTBALL
SEPT.23
SEPT.30

with concessions and crowd control during
the event. The faternity vice president
Lewis Chamberlain has been working with
the pro g ram since its inception.
Chamberlain said he got involved with the
program because helping the homeless is a
worthy cause.
Sports Challenge ’88 will take place Oc
tober I, at the Cal Poly pool and track
area. There will be opening ceremonies
with events starting at 9:00 a.m. Follow
ing the events will be a barbecue and
awards presentation.
The events scheduled are a 5K run,
weightlifting, ski walk, 880 relay, Simon
says, a 300 yard Swim relay, raft relay,
obstacle course and Tug-of-war. Winning
teams will receive a trophy. All partici
pants will receive a Sports Challenge ’88
tee shirt.
There will be two divisions; an open
division for people 16 and older and a
Masters Divisions for teams with all its
members 30 years old or older. Entry fee
for the teams will be $500 per team, which
can be raised through pledges or with
business sponsorship.
Entry and sponsor forms can be picked
up at the education center on the Cal Poly
campus and the Graphic Center at 2222
Beebee St. The organizers of the event are
accepting late entries until September 30,
1988.

SAN DIEGO STATE
CHAPMAN
e S U NORTHRIDGE
COUNTRY
STANFORD INVITATONAL

AWAY
HOME, 7:00
HOME. 7:00
AWAY

UC IRVINE
LONG BEACH
SAN JO SE STATE

HOME, 7:30
HOME. 7:30
AWAY

ANGELO STATE
e S U NORTHRIDGE

HOME. 7:30
AWAY
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CAPTURE: a pain
by any other name

D IA D O R A B A S K E T B A L L

DIADORA
■BOUND

Moons, who was in charge of the
Asst, managing editor
contest.
Bali said Moons never con
CAPTURE, the acronym for tacted him to inform him he had
Cal Poly’s new phone registra won. Rather, Bali read in the
tion system, has come to mean Mustang Daily that the system
many things in the minds of stu had been named CAPTURE. He
dents, some of which are unfit for said he has yet to be contacted
print.
by Moons and did not receive
A flier is circulating on campus first priority this quarter.
which reads ‘‘CAPTURE: com
However, Moons said the final
munist administration’s plot to
undermine respectable EDUCA - decision was made during spring
quarter finals and, to his knowl
TION.”
The student who devised the edge, the CAPTURE committee
original acronym said he chose will give Bali first priority winter
the name to represent the pro quarter.
But Bali wasn’t upset about
cess of ‘‘capturing classes,” and
the
mixup.
it stands for Cal Poly Touchtone
"
I ’m just happy they chose my
User Registration.
entry,”
he said.
‘‘Obviously, there have been
The
junior
biochemistry major
problems associated with pro
has
even
experienced
CAPTURE
cessing this quarter’s schedule
himself.
A
week
ago
he
tried to
requests,” said Neeraj Bali, the
gain
access
to
the
system
but
acronym’s creator. ‘‘But I’m
confident the bugs will soon be could not. When he got through
this week and tried to add a
worked out of the system.”
class,
it was full.
Bali conceived the name after
reading an advertisement in the
"1 still need a class. I’m a vic
Mustana Daily during spring tim of the system too,” he said.
quarter, which offered the prize
Further, he recognizes that one
of first priority registration to of c a p t u r e ’s quirks is that it
whoever came up with the winn will not allow instructors to ac
ing name for the new system.
commodate additional students
After going through a couple in a full class.
of ideas, he submitted his entry
"I guess that’s the price we
to ASI Vice President John pay for progress,” Bali said.
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Judge says no to Peace, Freedom party

WE REPAIR ALL
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC CARS
Servicing San Luis Obispo
For over 16 years
12 Higuera
S L O ., C A 93401

Joe Couzzi-ow ner
544-8177

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
federal judge refused Thursday
to allow the leader of a Peace and
Freedom Party faction to be
listed as the party’s presidential
candidate in California, leaving
the party without an official
nominee for president on the
state ballot.
“ It appears that the Peace and
Freedom Party is in such a state
of disarray and internal conflict
and turmoil that 1 doubt very
much that the issue of who rep
resents it can be resolved by
November 1989, much less
November 1988,” said U.S.
District Judge John Vukasin.
He let stand a decision by
California Secretary of State
March Fong Eu not to designate
anyone as the Peace and
Freedom candidate because she
could not determine who was the

Serving the entire Central Coast

NEW LISTINGS:
•

4 Bdrm., 2,600 Ft., walk to Poly $289,000.00
Near Sinshimer School, 3 bdrm., 1/2 bath $179,996.00

Also:
•

Near Sinshimer School, 1,400 ft., 2 bdrm.,
2 bath, and new built-in B B Q ...................................................................................... $168,996.00

• Walk to town, 2 bdrm., 1 bath, hardware floors .......................................... $130,996.00
• Mission Gardens, 2 & 3 bdrms. from ......................................................................... $107,996.00
• Many Mobil Homes From.................................................................................................. S 15,000.00

549-9996
1204 Nipomo
William Craft

San Luis Opispo
John Ensz

Robert Evans, said a write-in
campaign is being organized.
The leftist party, organized by
opponents of the Vietnam War,
is one of five formally recognized
by the state, along with the
Democrats, Republicans, Liber
tarians and American Indepen
dents, and has fielded presiden
tial candidates for 20 years.
Linda Curtis of Los Angeles, a
member of the Fulani faction,
told reporters Eu, a Democrat,
was trying to boost the chances
of Democrat Michael Dukakis in
California by blocking a Peace
and Freedom candidate, who
could cost Democrats decisive
votes in a close election.
Even so, Curtis said, Fulani’s
in d ep en d en t
can d id acy
in
California, and her appearance on
the ballot in every other state,
c o u ld
p re ssu re
D u k a k is.

Survey says consumers
want more organic produce

CENTRAL COAST REALTY
•

party’s nominee.
The suit seeking the party’s
designation was filed by Lcnora
Fulani, a New York psychologist
who won the non-binding Peace
and Freedom primary in June.
The party’s official candidate
was to have been chosen at a
convention in Oakland. But del
egates led by Fulani and another
faction walked out in protest
when Herb Lewin, a retired elec
tronics worker from Penn
sylvania who led a third party
faction, claimed majority support
with the help of a group of non
citizens he had brought with him
as delegates.
Fulani has qualified for the
presidential ballot as an in
dependent candidate by collec
ting signatures on petitions
Lewin will not be on the ballot
but a lawyer for his faction

Ellen Day

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
survey by a consumer group
claims California shoppers want
organically grown produce, but
growers say customers vote dif
ferently at the cash register.
The California Public Interest
Research Group, which is against
the use of agricultural pesticides,
on Wednesday released the
results of a poll of 229 shoppers
taken at stores in San Francisco,
Berkeley and Los Angeles.
The shoppers were shown
photos of a cosmetically perfect
orange and insect-blemished
oranges.
The survey found that 78 per
cent of those questioned said at
first that they would be less will
ing to buy the blemished fruit.
After being told the blemishes
stemmed from reduced use of
pesticide, 63 percent said they

would be more willing to buy the
slightly blemished orange than
the perfect one.
“ For years, the industry has
told us they only provide what
the consumer demands,’’ said
Thomas Carson, spokesman for
the consumer group. “ These
survey results crush this myth.”
“ There’s a difference between
the way people respond to a
public opinion survey and the
way they spend their money,”
said Clark Biggs, spokesman for
the California Farm Bureau.
“ If there is a demand for
something, farmers will res
pond.”
Safeway Stores six months ago
started offering some organic
produce in 20 stores.
The demand has been greater
than the supply, said Safeway
spokesman Lou Gonzales.
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Notables
•Poly Reps, a student alumni
organization, was selected as the
district representative group for
the Student Alumni Association/Student Foundation at a re
cent national convention at the
University of Maine. As district
representatives, the Poly Reps
will represent all student alumni/student foundation groups
from universities in California,
Arizona, Utah, Nevada and
Hawaii for a two-year term.
•Unny Menon, last year’s in
terim head of Cal Poly’s in
dustrial engineering department,
was appointed department head
for a three-year term.
•Three members of Cal Poly’s
support staff won campus-wide
recognition for added service and
dedication. Lynelle Kloosler of,
the communications services
department, the library’s Judith
Pinkerton and Nancy Raetz of
the business affairs division were
recognized on Sept. 12 as
“ outstanding staff” at Cal Poly’s
annual Fall Conference.
•Cal Poly’s chapter of (lolden
Key National Honor society won
the Best New Chapter Award at
the 1988 Golden Key National
Convention held recently in
Scottsdale, Az. The chapter
received the award for exceeding
expectations in its level of com
m u n ic a tio n , a c tiv ity
and
organization as a first-year
chartered chapter.
•C al
P o ly ’s engineering
technology department received
$15,000 of factory automation
equipment from the Program
mable Controls Division of
Siemens Energy & Automation
Inc., an American subsidiary of
the multinational electronics
giant Siemens AG. The pro
grammable controllers will be
used primarily for classes in the
departm ent’s hydraulics and
pneumatics laboratory as well as
for senior projects and student
research projects.
•l.aurence D .
H o ulgale, a
faculty member since 1979, was
named head of the philosophy
department in August following
th e d e p a r t m e n t ’ s fa c u lty
recommendation. Houlgate suc
ceeded Talmage Scrivrn, who’s
returned to full-time teaching
this quarter.
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Housing picks bleak
By Alicia M. Kaplan^
Slaff Writer

For those students still look
ing for a house or apartment to
rent, prospects don’t look good,
according to San Luis Obispo
property managers.
Frank Yost of Yost Manage
ment, rents about 75 percent of
his units to students. He said
students began coming back into
town in August and will continue
to search for a place until the end
of September.
“ The picture right now is pret
ty bleak,” he said. “ The students
are coming in and taking
everything available.”
Most students are looking for
two-bedroom houses, he said.
Condominiums are preferred as a
second choice.
Tony Flatos of Farrell Smyth
Property Management reiterated
Yost’s feelings.
“ Most students always want a

home that’s cheap and houses
are always a minority in the ren
tal market,” Flatos said. He also
suggested that the number of
low vacancies may also be
because Cuesta students began
classes in August and impacted
the market earlier.
But Cal P o ly ’s Housing
Department officials disagree,
claiming that many student ren
tals are still available. The hous
ing office lists local off-campus
rentals, and Robert Bostrom,
director of housing, said there
are 25 to 30 new listings each
day.
“ Right now there is a larger
vacancy in the community than
usual, although it is less than
last year,” he said.
The department also provides
counseling to renters, a video
with answers to frequently-asked
questions and free flyers on the
rental situation in San Luis
Obispo.

Ice Cream Float

FREE PRE-GAME
BACKYARD BARBEQUEÜ

SATURDAY, SEPT 24TH
977 PASATIEM PO
(off Foothill & Patricia)

Swimming : 3:00 pm
BBQ dinner: 5:00 pm
(sponsored by College Ministry
of First Presbyterian Church.)

Lick your tivonte soda, any two scoops of our 31derful flavors, and you'll have a
cool, thirst-quenching treat that can’t be beat. Come on in today.
OCmviliiirir«

BASKIN

ROBBINS

858 Foothill Bl.
San Luis Obispo
541 -4242
Open I lam to 11pm daily

Expire.s 9-25-88

A. D. D.

GONG SHOW

Calendar
Kiidav

* A lc o h o lic s
A nonym ous
meetings will be held in the
Health Center every Friday (ex
cept holidays) from I I a.m. to 12
p.m. in room 12. For further in
formation call the Health Center
at
1211.
Saturday

•The American Red Cross is
offering a multi-media standard
first aid class on Saturday,
September 24, at Sierra Vista
Hospital in San Luis Obispo.
The class begins at 8:30 a.m. and
last until 5:00 p.m. There will be
an $18 fee and pre-registration is
required.
For further informa
tio n
c a ll
5 4 3 -0 6 9 6 .

Do you remember that hilarious, entertaining (though sometimes corny) "Gong
Show "?
How many times did you dream about being on the "Gong Show" with that
special act of yours? Even if you personally never had the desire to be on the show,
what about that friend of yours who is so talented? Well, if you fit into either of these
categories, today Is you lucky day because this Is your invitation to the first (hopefully
annual) "Gong Show" that will take place right here in good old San Luis Obispo.
That's right, this is your opportunity to finally show San Luis Obispo your special talent.
On Sunday October 16, 1988 Pacific Productions presents the "M .A.D.D. Gong
Show", at the Veterans Memorial Building (corner of Grand and Monterey) at 7:00pm.
This Is a benefit for M .A.D .D . (Mothers Against Drunk Driving).
Prizes will be:
$200.00 cash —
$100.00 cash —
$50.00 cash —

1st place and a chance to appear on the "New Gong Show"
2nd place
W ORST ACT

Worst act will be judged with a major emphasis on corny, dumb & stupid.
For additional information or to schedule a audition time, call us at 549-9393
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Olympics unphased by lack of foreign big-spenders
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
Delighted Olympic organizers
say the Seoul Games are putting
South Korea on the world map
and they shrug off complaints
about a lack of big spending
foreign visitors.
South Korean officials say the
Games are meeting their goal of
transforming the country’s im
age as 3 billion people around the
world watch the Games and the
host nation on television.
“ The world is seeing Korea as
an advanced, modern nation. The
reaction has been overwhelm

ing,” said an official of the Seoul
Olympic Organizing Committee.
Olympic officials dismiss com
plaints from some businesses
that the Games have not
unleashed a flood of foreign
tourists spending millions of
dollars. It is still possible to get
hotel rooms and tickets for the
Games despite earlier warnings
of overcrowding.
“ Tourists are not important
compared to the billions of tele
vision viewers. We did it for the
world, not for a few visitors,”
said the Seoul Olympic commit

FOOTHI LL
190

tee official, who did not want to
be identified.
The government spent $3.2
billion on staging the Games to
push South Korea on to the
world stage and help cement its
standing as a leading nation.
South Korea hopes to boost its
trade and diplomatic relations by
impressing the world, officials
say.
Olympic organizers had said
before the Games that they did
not expect a huge flood of
visitors and the main goal was
promoting the nation’s image.

HACTÉUDA

California

Blvd

-Large, Fully Furnished Apartments
-Private & Shared Rooms Available
-N o Charge Reserved Parking
See Chris in A p t 102

546-0520 or 543-6819

Making money from the Olym
pics was never the main goal, or
ganizers say, although they want
to break even.
Some shopkeepers, hotels and
others who thought Seoul would
be bursting with foreigners com
plain business is below what they
had anticipated and visitors are
not spending very much.
“ Sports people don’t buy,”
said shopkeeper Chung Che-ee.
“ They only take pictures and
talk.”
Hotels say they still have a few
rooms, some planes coming into
Seoul have empty seats and
tickets are available for some
Olympic events. The Seoul City
government said hotel occupancy
rates for the Olympics were
about 90 percent with a high
point of 97 percent during the
first weekend of the Games.
The Olympic committee says
there are no figures on the
number of visitors for the
Games, but about 250,000 peo
ple, including athletes and of
ficials, were anticipated and
some 200,000 have arrived. More
arc expected before the end of
the Games, officials said.
“ You’re looking at a very com
fortable Games,” said the Olym
pic committee official. “ The place
is not bursting at the seams, but
there are enough tourists here.”
Many businesses may have
overestimated the number and
type of tourists the Olympics
would attract, assuming there
would be a flood of wealthy
tourists instead of the sports

fans who came, organizers said.
Geography and concern about
overcrowding appear to have
been the main factors in keeping
down the number of Olympic
tourists, organizers and tourism
officials said. Concern about vio
lent student protests do not ap
pear to have been a major factor,
they said.
South Korea is a long way
from the United States or
Europe, and the cost of air travel
to Seoul is high. Concern about
overcrowding and lack of ac
comodation was also a factor in
discouraging visitors, Olympic
organizers said.
“ People watch the Olympics on
television. To come here you
rear4slhave to be an Olympic
fan,” said one tourism official.
One major problem was the
perception that rooms in top
hotels would not be available and
tourists did not want to spend
thousands of dollars to get to
Seoul and end up in more modest
hotels, organizers said.
The city’s luxury hotels were
gobbled up in advance by the
media, corporations and athletic
groups, officials say.
Shopowners have discovered
most Olympic visitors came for
the Games rather than to shop or
don’t have much m.oney after
spending thousands of dollars to
get to Seoul.
“ The sportsmen are crazy
about sports, not spending
money on shopping,” said Y.K.
Kim, a tailor.

UCLA Student found dead
on rugged Sequoia trail
The Hottest New N ightclub
on the C entral Coast
Featuring LIVE Entertainment
Thursday - Saturday..9pm
Sunday...4pm
This Week, direct trom Hollywood;
“THE CHETS"
Rated by the L.A. Times as the
Beatles of the 80 s'
Drink specials are served every night!!
Thursdays are 'Cantina Cooler Nights' all Tropical fruit drinks just $2.95 e ach
Fridays are ' South Q f the fi order Nights' all Tequila drinks just $ 1.96 e ach
'Margarita Hours' Every night 4pm -8pm $5 pitcher
Laguna

V illa g e S h o p p in g C e n te r

M adonna

Pd

Los ■:)sos

S E Q U O IA
N A T IO N A L
PARK, Calif. (AP) — A UCLA
student missing on a hike in the
rugged southern Sierra was
found dead Thursday in a ravine
at Sequoia National Park.
Wolfe Kirson, 20, of Los
Angeles, apparently fell and was
killed on Sept. 12, the first day of
his hike, said park spokeswoman
Jan Knox. Searchers found his
body in a crevice about half a
mile from Sawtooth Pass and
about seven miles from the point
at which he started the hike in
Mineral King.
Kirson, a junior majoring in
economics and South American
political science at the University
of California, Los Angeles, began
his solo hike in clear weather in
the 800,000-acre park about 140
miles north of Los Angeles.
He was scheduled to join
friends the following afternoon at
Lost Canyon, 14 miles from his
starting point, but never arrived.
Kirson’s family did not realize
he was missing until Sunday
night when he missed a fraterni-

The New Equipment
Is Here!
More Arriving Daily

H u rry!!!
Special Sale
Prices Ending
Oct. 1st
3546 So. Higuera #190
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

( 805 ) 541-5180

• Free Weights • Nautilus •
Icarian Equipment • Lifecycles
Stair Master • Big Screen TV
Tanning Beds • Liferower •
New Sound System
5 4 3 -8 1 6 4
The best Aerobics
In Town!
The Gym that
caters to students

ty weekend in Palm Springs.
His father filed a missing per
son report and told authorities
Kirson only had enough water
and food for five days.
Most of the search was
restricted to the ground because
bad weather kept airplanes out of
the area until Thursday.
Allen Young, executive direc
tor of the Santa Monica Boys
Club, said Kirson is “ probably
one of the best kids I’ve ever
known.”
When he was a student at San
ta Monica High School in 1985,
Kirson received a “ Young Man of
the Year” award from President
Reagan, Young said. Kirson also
was selected to represent U.S.
Boys Clubs at two international
youth exchanges a few years ago.
Young said.
He said Kirson was interested
in a diplomatic career.
The search began Monday
along the trail Kirson was sup
posed to take. The trail snakes
over Sawtooth Pass at well
above 11,000 feet, then drops in
to Lost Canyon, a popular desti
nation for high-country anglers.
There are no shelters or cabins
in the area between the eastern
S ierra Crest that includes
14,494-foot Mount Whitney and
a western spur of the Sierras
called the Great Western Divide,
with a string of 13,000-foot
peaks.

More entertainment
news, features and
calendar listings
than you can shake
a stick at. Fridays.
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Savings institutions lose $7.5 billion, bailout urged

Ì

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation’s savings institutions lost
$7.5 billion in the first half of
this year, the governm ent
reported Thursday, as a Senate
leader called for the biggest fed
eral bailout in history.
The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said S&Ls lost $3.6 billion
in the April-June quarter, a
modest improvement over the
$3.9 billion loss of the first
quarter.
Nevertheless, the industry in
only the first half of the year is
already approaching the postDepression record loss of $7.8
billion for all of 1987.
Senate Banking Committee
Chairman William Proxmire,
D-Wis., who is retiring after
building a reputation as a pen-

ny-pinching legislator during 31
years in office, said Thursday
that the next Congress will have
to appropriate at least $20 billion
— about $81 for every man,
woman and child in the country
— to bail out the industry.
And healthy S&Ls, which have
been paying to close or merge
failed institutions so far, will
have to contribute an additional
$30 billion, he said.
“ The bailout-to-come will be
the largest ever in the history of
the U.S. It will be far bigger than
the combined cost of the
assistance ... to Chrysler (Corp.),
Lockheed (Corp.) and New York
City,” he said.
The bank board report and
P ro x m ire ’s statem ent came
within a week of several new —

Councilman vows to fight
against gay cable show
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A lifestyle, said Elliott Mitchell,
Metro Nashville councilman says Channel 35 general manager.
“ I’ll tell them that there’s
he’ll fight to keep the Gay Cable
Network off the city’s cable more time on the channel, and
community access channel, but they can come in and try to con
the television station says it’s vince people it’s not acceptable,”
Mitchell said.
prepared for controversy.
Councilman-at-largc George
Mitchell said that, under terms
Armistead said he expects others of Channel 35’s charter, the sta
to denounce the hour-long pro tion cannot refuse to run the
gram m ade p rim arily
for program.
“ My job is to make sure that
homosexual viewers. Gay Cable
Network is scheduled to debut at everybody gets on except in
8 p.m. Saturday on Channel 35 of cases of obscenity, commercial
Viacom Cablevision.
content or a lottery, and this is
Armistead said he began call none of those cases.”
ing others about the program,
The first installment of the
including Councilman-at-large magazine-style show, available
for advance viewing, featured in
Buck Dozier.
“ He knows nothing about it the first half hour a roundtable
except I called him and told him, discussion among three conser
‘We’re gonna have a problem vatively-dressed gay men and a
with this movie about queers,” ’ lesbian. The subject was violence
against gays.
said Armistead.
The second half hour included
“ If it promotes any kind of
abnormal sexual activity. I’m segments on the 24th annual gay
against it,” he said. “ Anything Mardi Gras and advice for les
other than heterosexual activity bians seeking therapists. There
was also a tape of advice colum
is demented and sick.”
Dozier said he would wait to nist Abigail Van Buren reassur
comment until he had seen the ing parents of gay children that
there are worse things their off
program.
“ I’m not saying they don’t spring could become.
Deborah Burks, political action
have the right to put it on, but
I’m not sure it’s in keeping with chairwoman of the Tennessee
what the community may want Gay and Lesbian Alliance, said
to be viewed,” he said. “ Let’s see she was outraged by Armistead’s
how the public and the council remarks about homosexuals.
“ Councilman
George
Ar
feel about it.”
The community access station, mistead is still living in the Dark
which is independent of Viacom, Ages, and I think his views on
expects some viewers to com sexual orientation are queer, as
plain that the programs present defined by W ebster’s d ic
homosexuality as an acceptable tionary,” she said.

and larger than previous —
estimates of the cost of cleaning
up the thrift industry.
The General Accounting Of
fice, Congress auditing arm, says
it will cost $45 billion to $50
billion. The American Bankers
Association, the trade group for
commercial banks, says $74
billion and some private analysts
put the cost as high as $100
billion. The bank board says it
intends in October to raise its
$31 billion projection.
Meanwhile, Treasury Secretary
Nicholas F. Brady on Wednesday
d ire c te d
a
to p
d e p u ty .
U ndersecretary
G eorge
D.
Gould, to independently assess
the conflicting estimates.
That would be the first step in
a possible re-evaluation of the

administration’s stance, which
has been that the Federal Sav
ings and Loan Insurance Corp.
has as much money as it can ef
ficiently spend next year.
At a time when the admini)on
is struggling to reduce the feder
al budget deficit, the question of
how much must be spent on
S&Ls is becoming increasingly
critical.
Since mid-August alone, the
bank board has pledged nearly
$13 billion in assistance to
resolve the cases of more than 50
institutions.
Because
FSLIC
lacks the cash to complete rescue
packages, its aid is coming in the
form of prommissory notes and
guarantees against certain kinds
of future loss.
According to figures released

last week at a House Banking
Committee hearing, FSLIC has
more than $19 billion in
outstanding commitments. Rep.
Jim Leach, R-Iowa, said the
commitments, which have been
made without congressional ap
proval, threaten to create a
“ Constitutional cataclysm.”
Bank board economist James
Barth said he detected some
signs of improvement in the
latest financial report. Net losses
declined for the second quarter in
a row, from the record threemonth loss of $4 billion in
September-December 1987.
The number of insolvent in
stitutions among 3,092 reporting
slipped from 509 to 497, and the
percentage of money-losing in
stitutions declined slightly from
31 percent to 29 percent.

EVENING Child Care
• Evening Child Care for children, ages 3 to 8.
• A new program designed for working parents
and for parents attending night classes.
•Monday through Friday, 6:30 pm to 10:30 pm.
•Staffed by credentialed teachers.
•Quality Christian Care.
•Discounts for families with two or more children.
•Children must enroll for a minimum of one night
per week. No Drop-ins allowed.

Zion
Christian
Evening Child Care begins on M onday, September 26.
For more information, call 543-8469
School
ZION CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
1010 Foothill Blvd. San Luis O b is p o , C A

93401
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GRADUATE 8pm
990 Industrial Way

A f t e r 15 years in M o rro Bay . . .

NOW IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
& SERVINO BREAKFAST

$12.50

7 Oays a Week from8 amlo Noon

Corner of Brood S Higuera

o r To G o "

$14.00
day of show

546-9066

Limited Tickets:
Boo-Boo Records, Big Music
in SLO, Wavelengths in Morro
Bay, and Good Clean Fun In Cayucos

LISTEN TO : K-O TTER FM 94.3
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL | j
i
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•$.1.00 OFF Small Fish n’ Chips or Zeke Burger
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The Great American
Irlljl Melodrama & Vaudeville
j P, |U,>

presents
Alder Nowlan & Walter Learning's

0.

0.
Sept. 22 through Nov. 13
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Pius an exciting Vaudeville
Revue

Call for Reservations
NOW
4 8 9 -2 4 9 9
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O ceano

Make Yourself a Home . . .

Lloyd Wicker, naturally beautiful dining sets, rockers, dressers, and headboards.
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Fear of AIDS still keeps
some kids out of school
(AP)It’s been three years since
Ryan White’s highly publicized
battle to go to school in Indiana,
and three years since another
child with AIDS quietly entered
schools in Massachusetts.
For children infected with the
human immunodeficiency virus,
the same uncertainty remains.
Some started classes with little
or no fuss this year, while a boy
in Illinois who has already fled
one town faced more protests in
his new home.
“ AIDS Kills,” said one sign
carried by protesters in Illinois.
“ Help Keep AIDS Out of Our
Schools,” said another.
“ We don’t want to be in the
spotlight. 1 don’t want to be a
civil rights activist,” says Tammie Robertson, whose 8-year-old
son Jason hopes to enter school
in South Roxana, III.
In Lakewood, Colo., and St.
Albans, W.Va., 5-year-oIds with
AIDS entered k in d erg arten
classes with no fuss.
However, there were some pro
tests in another Colorado school
when parents learned that an 8year-old who had tested positive
for the AIDS antibody, an in
dicator of exposure, was atten
ding classes.
Kay Pride, spokeswoman for
Jefferson County schools, said
state law requires school officials
to keep the child’s identity con
fidential. However, she said it is
school policy to notify parents
whose children attend the same
school as a child who has been
exposed to the AIDS virus.
The Centers for Disease Con
trol issued guidelines three years
ago saying there was apparently
no risk within a classroom of
contracting AIDS, which is
transmitted by sexual contact,
sharing infected hypodermic
needles or receiving a transfusion
of contaminated blood.
Of the more than 72,000 AIDS
cases confirmed since June 1981,
the CDC says not one was
transmitted within a school.
President Reagan’s commis
sion on AIDS, headed by Adm.
James D. Watkins, affirmed
earlier this year that “ there is no
need to treat those infected with
HIV in a manner different from

those not infected in such set
tings as the workplace, housing
and the schools.”
“ We’ve won all the cases. The
case law is pretty clear, that
there is no reason to exclude
HIV children,” says William
Rubenstein, staff counsel for the
AIDS and Civil Liberties Project
of the American Civil Liberties
Union.
Winning the case, however,
isn’t always enough. Ryan White
won his legal fight to attend
school in Russiaville, Ind., but
gave up in the face of protests.
Jason Robertson won a court
order last school year to join
classes in Granite City, III., but
his family also decided to move.
John McCarthy, superintend
ent of schools in Swansea, Mass.,
presided over the peaceful ad
mission of an AIDS victim in
1985.
“ The fear the parents have is
that the child who is attending
school with AIDS could pass the
disease on to their children,”
McCarthy said. “ T h at’s im
possible. So what you do is talk
about how infection with AIDS
occurs, and that the people who
should answer questions like that
are medical people.
“ Beyond that, I don’t know
what you can say. Incidental
contact is not the way this
disease is spread,” McCarthy
said. “ You either believe it or
you don’t.”
In West Virginia this year,
Kanawha County school officials
carefully laid the ground: 5,000
AIDS inform ation pamphlets
were distributed around St.
Albans, county health officials
conducted AIDS workshops for
school employees and a county
health department nurse held
workshops at each school.
Kanawha County School Su
perintendent Richard D. Trubla
thanked local media for pro
viding information about AIDS
which was “ accurate and to the
point, but not sensational.”
Charles Conner, superintend
ent of schools in South Roxana,
said the objections to Jason’s at
tendance come mainly from “ a
minority group of parents ... in
need of further education.”

Rattan white wicker loveseats

Futons

N atural rattan core/steel frame four shelf eteg^re.

M III

II III

Houseplants
Any 6" -1 5 gallon
in stock

$2 OFF.

Full size 6" with rattan
frame $ 2 4 9 .

a t

Storage Systems

Patio Furniture-All on sale
starting with 3 pc. group

•W iregrid Wall Systems
•C ube Systems with
shelving and glass doors
•Closet storage baskets
'/'n u V /
•M any other m ulti
functional accessories
Telescope
Beach Chairs.
4 colors,
the best.

$99.

Sele<^ted chaise lounges 5 0 %

OFF.

~

T
/

^

1 3 5 .9 5

(. G A R D E N S )

’A nd check
out the
^=Umbrellas!

OPEN 10-6,
7 days
1998 Santa Barbara S t,
SLO
541-3166

RENT ONE GET
I M S ONE FREE
MEMBERSHIP | except new releases
(with th is coupon)
I (with th is coupon)
expires 1 0 /1 5 / 8 8
I expires 1 0 / 1 5 / 8 8
I-------------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------------------------------- 1
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W A N T A F U N B U S IN E S S
to operate in your spare
time? How about an
established singing telegram
business? Only $7500.

Akihito assumes father’s role in Japan
J as ailing emperor’s health gets worse
TOKYO (AP) — Crown Prince
Akihito assumed all his father’s
duties Thursday while 87-yearold Emperor Hirohito, bedridden
with a serious illness, ate two ice
cubes and watched sumo wrestl
ing on television.
More than 23,000 people, many
in suits or kimonos, took up
calligraphy brushes and inked
their names on registries set up
in 12 sites around the country to
wish a speedy recovery to the
world’s longest reigning living
monarch.
Chartered buses began bring
ing hundreds of pilgrims to the
gates of the Imperial Palace in
central Tokyo, and priests at
Shinto shrines and Buddhist
temples across the country con
tinued their prayer services.
Crowds have gathered in front
of the palace since Hirohito took
to bed with intestinal hemor
rhaging four days ago. Palace of
ficials said Thursday he remain
ed in serious but stable condi-

tion.
Palace officials said he was
receiving oxygen and in 
travenous dosages of nutrients
and medicine and was under in
tensive, round-the-clock care.
“ We are continuing to regard
the situation seriously,’’ one pal
ace official said on condition of
a n o n y m ity . He said the
emperor’s condition has not
changed significantly.
The
Japanese government
meanwhile protested to two Brit
ish tabloid newspapers for their
strongly negative coverage of
Hirohito, A recent headline in the
Daily Star read, “ Sun Sets on
the God King,” while the Sun
announced: “ Hell’s Waiting for
This Truly Evil Emperor.”
Also Thursday, Japan’s fi
nance minister announced he
would not attend a series of in
ternational monetary meetings
scheduled to begin in West
Berlin this week due to the
emperor’s illness.

VISTA A t t O C l A R S

Finance
M inister
Kiichi
Miyazawa was scheduled to leave
Friday afternoon for meetings
with the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank. He also
was to participate in a meeting of
the Group of Seven: the United
States, Japan, West Germany,
Britain,
France,
Italy and
Canada.
Japan will be represented by
Bank of Japan Governor Satoshi
Sumita.
Palace officials confirmed
Thursday that the emperor had
eaten two small ice cubes and
had been transferred to a special
bed making medical treatment
easier. News reports said he
watched television, including a
broadcast of sumo wrestling.
The Cabinet temporarily pass
ed the imperial mantle to
Akihito. The 54-year-old crown
prince assumed part of his fa
ther’s duties last September
when Hirohito underwent an in
testinal bypass operation.

1034 Mill Street
San Luis Obispo, CA
544-7884
^9 a, ^9 a. ^9a, ^9a4

Jl9xì i^^9x,^9 a, ^9a,

/U D C IC U
UM cut hoir foe your cyo not our/.

$2 Off
Any Haircut
Madonna Road Plaza 549-8588
Open 7 days a week
one coupon per person

Exp. Oct. 15

BUY 1 G E T 1 FREE!
W ITH Y O U R S T U D E N T ID O R T IC K E T S T U B FR O M
C A L P O L Y F O O T B A L L G A M E S A T . N ITE .

OFFER GOOD THRU OCT. 2.

544-4440

FAA orders
devices for
wind shears
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation Administration
on Thursday ordered airlines to
equip all their aircraft with
devices that will help pilots
detect and escape from deadly
wind shears.
P o w e rfu l
s h e a rs c a lle d ,
microbursts have been called the
No. I killer of airline passengers
and have been responsible for at
least five fatal airline crashes and
SOO deaths in the last decade,
according to aviation safety ex
perts.
The FAA regulation was an
nounced by the Transportation
Department, which said the
devices, to be phased into opera
tion in all aircraft of 30 or more
seats over the next four years,
will cost $40,000 to $50,000 per
airplane.
About 3,600 commercial jet
transport planes also will be re
quired to have the devices,
department officials said.
A microburst is a powerful
downburst of air caused by a
sudden change in wind direction.
Such a downburst struck a Delta
Air Lines L-IOII as it was at
tempting to land at Dallas-Fort
Worth in 1985 and literally forc
ed the plane into the ground, kill
ing 134 people.
The accident focused increased
attention on developing and in
stalling sophisticated ground
radar that would provide ad
vanced warning of shears along
departure and approach lanes,
but the radar is not expected to
be available until the early 1990s.
At the same time, the FAA
and industry began taking a
closer look at devices for the
cockpit that would provide pilots
with a clear indication when their
plane is facing wind shear condi
tions.
Piedmont Airlines two years
3go began installing the equip
ment being required by the FAA
and today has the devices in 112
of its 191 aircraft, according to
Piedm ont spokesm an Mike
Clark.
Under the FAA regulation the
airlines will be allowed to phase
in installation of the equipment
over about four years.
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Your Future.
Watch It Take Shape At Ashton-Tate.
The future. Think about what it has in store for you.
After all, you’ve invested time and energy in your
education, so choosing the company th a t can set the
stage for your career is an important decision. T hat’s
why you need to learn more about ASHTON-TATE.
Because, the future has been a vital part iA
ASHTON-TATE throughout our history.
As the software industry’s emerging leader, we’ve been
shaping the future since our beginning in 1979, as the
innovative developer of top selling business software pro
ducts and publications. ASHTON-TATE develops products
for both the IBM PC and Apple Macintosh including
database, word processing, desktop publishing, spread
sheet, graphics and integrated software packages.
What can all this mean to you? And, how can
ASHTON-TATE help shape your future?
We maintain corporate headquarters in Southern Califor
nia with development centers in Northern California and
Connecticut, and sales offices in every meyor metropolitan
area. Graduating Seniors with Tfechnical degrees are con
sidered for positions in the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•

Software Design & Development
Software Support
Software Testing
Project Management
Technical Writing & Editing

Those individuals who have the commitment and
foresight to journey with us, will discover a progressive
work environment with one of the best compensation and
benefits packages in the industry. Employees er\joy
medical/dental/life insurance, profit sharing, paid
vacations and holidays, tuition reimbursement programs,
computer purchase program, ASHTON-TATE product
discounts, stock purchase and savings investment plans.
Your future. Watch it take shape at ASHTON-TATE.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October 24

See your Career Planning and Placement Center for
more details and to sign-up.

ASHTONTATE
20101 H am ilto n Av&
TD irance, CA 90602
Equal Opportunity Employer

.À ASHTON TATE
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Gorbachev spurs momentum with weapon proposals
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the Reagan administration’s time
running out, Soviet General Sec
retary Mikhail S. Gorbachev
sought Thursday to give new
momentum to arms control ef
forts by presenting the United
States with a broad range of
proposals to sharply reduce
long-range nuclear weapons.
Although senior U.S. officials
have virtually abandoned hopes
for cu tbacks in m issiles,
bomberrsubmarines of 30 to 50
percent as part of a new treaty,
Gorbachev sent Foreign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze here
with suggestions for clearing two
of the c;4.
Shevardnadze took the pro
posals to Secretary of State
George P. Shultz along with a
letter from Gorbachev to Presi
dent Reagan. The Soviet foreign
minister is scheduled to see

Reagan at the White House on
Friday.
“ The agenda is very broad but
we have little time,” Shevard
nadze said.
In an effort to facilitate pro
gress, the Soviets had sent some
of their proposals to the U.S. side
before Shevardnadze’s two-day
visit. Asked if the foreign
minister had brought good news,
Reagan said, “ 1 think so,” as he
boarded a helicopter at the White
House to begin a campaign trip
on behalf of Vice President
George Bush in Texas.
The two treaty obstacles the
Soviet foreign minister singled
out to reporters at the State
Department involve the restric
tions to be imposed on the range
of non-ballistic cruise missiles
that can be launched by bombers
and warships and ways of verify
ing that any agreed-upon cut

backs on their number are not
exceeded.
Negotiators in Geneva have
been unable to resolve these pro
blems, as well as related ques
tions dealing with Reagan’s
Strategic Defense Initiative, the
search for a space-based shield
against Soviet ballistic missiles.
Im m ediately a fte r Shultz
greeted Shevardnadze, teams of
U.S. and Soviet experts began
private deliberations on the twin
issues of reducing strategic nu
clear weapons and on anti-missile
defenses. Veteran American and
Soviet negotiators Paul H. Nitze
and Viktor P. Karpov headed
their respective delegations.
Shevardnadze also singled out
hoped-for reductions in conven
tional weapons in Europe as a
major item on the Soviet agenda.
“ We want to see where we are,
where we stand and what the

prospects are,” he said. “ We be
lieve there are some good pro
spects.”
Negotations in Vienna are
stalled over U.S. demands that
the Soviets give equal weight to
human rights in any negotiations
between the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and the
Warsaw Pact to reduce troops,
tanks and other conventional
armaments from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Ural Mountains in
the Sovet Union.
“ We have specific proposals in
many areas,” Shevardnadze said,
adding that the discussions here
would cover nuclear and space
weapons and conventional ar
maments and chemical weapons
as well.
Even before his arrival, some
U.S. officials were optimistic
that an agreement could be
reached on verifying compliance

with a 1976 treaty to limit
underground nuclear tests for
so-called peaceful purposes to
ISO kilotons.
The idea is to clear the way for
Reagan to submit the treaty to
the Senate for ratification before
he leaves office in January.
Wrapping up a treaty to reduce
long-range nuclear missiles is a
much tougher and more impor
tant task. Reagan had hoped to
complete the accord during his
second term as evidence that he
is committed to rolling back the
nuclear arms race.
Last year, Reagan and Gor
bachev signed another treaty to
abolish all U.S. and Soviet in
te r m e d ia te - r a n g e
n u c le a r
weapons.
The more potent long-range
bombers, missiles and sub
marines are considered far more
dangerous.

Military cabinet to head Lebanon

Coupon
LUNCH SPECIAL FOR 2
$6.99

KIMHASHI
Japanese Take-out Restaurant

5 4 3 -3 4 7 6

includes: Rice, Eggroll, Salad,

Earlier Gemayel was trying to
form a civilian government under
business tycoon Pierre Helou, 60,
a Maronite Catholic who is a
Parliament deputy.
The shift to a military Cabinet
appeared aimed at heading off
the formation of two governme
nts, one Christian and one
Moslem, that would have further
cemented the sectarian cantons
that have formed during a 13year civil war that has left more
than 150,000 dead.
The decrees appointing the
Cabinet members, who represent
the six main sects in Lebanon,
cam e five m inutes before
Gemayel’s presidency expired at
midnight (5 p.m. EDTl.
Also Thursday, Moslems and

Chicken Teriyaki

973 Foothill Blvd., D'NNER SPECIAL FOR 2
S7.99
Suite #5 SLO
, ^ o ou
o 1 ..i
includes: Rice, Shrimp, Gyoza, Salad,
(Next to Burger King)

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Lebanon’s army commander will
be the prime minister of a sixman military government. Presi
dent Amin Gemayel said in a
decree issued in the last minutes
of his presidency Thursday.
Gemayel’s stunning choice of a
military Cabinet, led by army
commander Gen. Michel Aoun,
came after civilian Moslem fig
ures refused to take part in an
interim Cabinet headed by a
Maroniie Catholic premier.
Gemayel, 45, had to name a
transtition government because
the deeply divided Parliament
failed to choose a new president
Thursday. The constitution bars
Gemayel from seeking another
presidential term.

10% D is c o u n t
to all Cal Poly Students!

Chicken Teriyaki, Beef Teriyaki

G R A H A M ’S

LIBRARY TOURS

Art Store
since 1947

SEPT. 22 & 23 (THUR & FRI)
10:00 am and 3:00 pm
Meet in the Library Lobby

EVERYONE WELCOME!

EICbnal

Bookstoie
O ffers a complete

For your Graphics and fine art supplies

Lowest prices on
matt board and foam core
982 M onterey St. (next to Boo Boo’s) 543-0652

M ID -S T A T E
E L E C T R O N IC S

selection of ALL
your supply needs.
Has provieJed Cal Poly for over 33 years
with small parts, big parts, batteries, &
every kind of wire or cable.
In short we carry everything in electronic
parts, tools, books, and supplies.

1441 Monterey St., SLO
543-2770

Christians clashed around the
dividing Green Line, and three
top commanders of Amal, the
main Shiite Moslem militia, were
assassinated.
Aoun, the Maronite army
com m ander, and
his five
ministers will continue serving as
the army’s Supreme Defense
C o u n c il,
w h ich
c o n tr o ls
Lebanon’s military. The decrees,
effective immediately, also nam
ed Aoun as defense and informa
tion minister. He remains the
army commander.
“ i leave the presidency today
worried and filled with anxiety,”
Gemayel told the nation in a
five-minute farewell address
televised nationwide before issu
ing the decrees.
“ Today should have been a
festival in which we rejoice over
the election of a new president
that would take the helm and the
oath of office as I and my
predecessors did,” Gemayel said.
“ But the people of war were
stronger than peace.”
Moslems and Christians fought
after Parliament speaker Hus
sein H usseni postp o n ed a
Parliament session to elect a
president.
Police said a C h ristian
militiaman was killed and two
soldiers of the predominantly
Shiite 6th Brigade were wounded
in a two-hour duel around the
Green Line, which divides Beirut
into Christian and Moslem sec
tors.
Several mortar rounds crashed
around the Parliament building
in Moslem west Beirut’s Nejmah
Square, protected by 1,000 6th
Brigade troops and Moslem
policemen, police said.
A police spokesman said Amal
leaders Daoud Daoud, Mahmoud
Fakih and Hassan Sbeiti died in
stantly after gunmen raked their
car with machine gun fire and
rocket-propelled grenades in
south Beirut’s seaside Ouzai
district.
Daoud and Fakih led an Amal
crackdown on Hezbollah, the
Iranian-backed Party of God,
that ousted the fanatic group
from most of south Lebanon last
April. The confrontation killed 60
people and wounded 150. Securi
ty sources said Hezbollah vowed
to kill them, but no group im
mediately claimed responsibility.
Lebanon’s unwritten covenant
specifies that the president be a
Christian, the prime minister a
Sunni Moslem and the speaker of
Parliament a Shiite Moslem.
Moslems had warned that
should Gemayel appoint a Chris
tian prime minister, they would
declare their own republic in ter
ritory they control, breaking up
Lebanon into rival sectarian
mini-states.
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Ex-Mexican officer guilty in agent killing
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
former Mexican police officer
was found guilty Thursday of the
1985 kidnap and torture murder
of a U.S. drug agent and his
pilot.
Jurors deliberating in the case
of three men charged in connec
tion with the 1985 murders of
Drug Enforcement Administra
tion agent Enrique Camarena
and pilot Alfredo Zavala Avelar
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returned to court to deliver its
first verdict against the one
defendant. They then returned to
their deliberations.
They found Raul Lopez
Alvarez, 28, a one-time member
of the state judicial police
assigned to the homocide squad
in Guadalajara, guilty of six
charges, including two counts of
committing violent acts in sup
port of racketeering.
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All three defendants appeared
pale and shaken as the verdict
was announced and jurors were
polled on whether all of them
agreed. They said they did.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Rafeedie set Lopez’s sentencing
for Oct. 24.
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The case stirred bitter feelings
between Mexican and American
officials after Mexican police of
ficials were linked to the killing.
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Camarena was abducted in
Guadalajara on Feb. 7, 1985. His
body and that of his pilot were
found buried at a remote ranch
weeks later. They were severely
beaten and Camarena’s skull was
crushed.

ican drug Baron Rafael Caro
Quintero, who allegedly master
minded the killing.

Prosecutors said this was the
first conviction in the nation
under a relatively new law.
Lopez was also found guilty of
conspiracy to kidnap, kidnapp
ing, felony murder and accessory
after the fact.
In the trial, Lopez was seen on
a videotape describing in detail
to an undercover DEA agent the
torture murder of Camarena and
the subsequent escape of Mex
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Liquor Store

$ 3.99

Cork N' Bottle

Full Service Deli
WE

774 Foothill 543-8637
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Campus Clubs
W O R O P R O C ESSIN G -FA S T-R EA S O N A B LE

"^ A T T E N T IO N * *
A LL C A L P O LY S TU D E N TS !
SAM ISO CIETY FO R A D V AN CEM EN T OF
M ANAG EM ENT) IN VITES A LL M A JO R S
TO
ATTEND 1«t M EETIN G : TH U R S 11AM AG
ENG 123 CO M E G E T TH E S C O O P A B O U T
FRIDAY'S PARTY W ITH PUN CH !

M EETIN G FRI 4 30 UU218
NEW M EM BER S W ELC O M E
Q U E S TIO N S CALL JAY 543-8939

MOTORCYCLISTS

Cal Poly Penguins motorcycle dub
street & off road ttie Penguins
do It an ChecA us out Monday
SepI 26 8pm Fisber sci rm 287
Into 544-3029

POLY GOATS

FOUR W HEEL DRIVE C LU B
RUN AT PISMO D U N ES S V R A
SUN S E P T 25 1968 10 00am
meet at Ag ertg parking loi
e v e r y o n e W E LC O M E ' R O E R S TO O !
C A U SEB ASTIAN FO R W FO 5490335

SHORIN-RYU KA
RATE
Dernonstration Sat Sept 24 10am

756-2511

THURSDAYS

R E-EN TR Y DISCUSSION GR OUP
11AM- 12PM
INTERPERSONAL GR O U P 3-5PM
TU ESDAYS 3-4 30 PM 756-2511
ASSERTIVEN ESS TRAINING
t ^ D I ^ S D A Y S 3-4 30 PM 756-2511
W C E S T A SU P P O R T GR O U P FOR
W OMEN
BIOFEEDBACK FOR S TR ESS. AN XIETY
3-5PM
GAY & LESBIAN SU P P O R T G R O U P
6-8 PM

WELCOME PARTY

SAT 9/24 7pm UU220-FREE F I M
•ITS FR O A Y B U T SUNDAY'S C O M W
BSU CHRISTIAN FELLO W SH »»

YOU OW N ASH G E T INVOLVED^
APPLICATIONS FOR C O M M ITTEE
APPOINTM EN TS AMkILABLE SEE
LWOA LEE IN UU217 BY O C T 6

10- 12am

YOUNG
DEMOCRATS
First meeting
Tues Sept 27 at 0PM
S a North Rm 213

- * W O W 45***
YOU G U Y S W ER E AN AW ESOME GR OUP!
TH A N K S AG AIN FOR TH E SHIRTS S S TU F F
W E WILL HAVE T O RIDE TH E R E G G A E
FR E E W A Y T O G E T H E R A G A IN R E A L
SO ON !
LO VE YO U R W OW C O U N S E LO R S

BE INVOLVED W ITH POLY ROYAL
Executive board applications
available m uu 209 due Oct 3
DAY & TIME T O BE SC H ED U LED
BULIMIA S U P P O R T G R O U P 756-2511
MAKE S O M EO N E'S DAY
b y SENDING THEM A C O LO R FU L
B A L L O O N B O U Q U E T!
13 B ALLO ON S $11 95 6 FOR $6 00
CALL HERE S T O Y O U AT 546-8215
FR EE D ELIV ER Y
MONDAYS 3-5PM

OH PUPPY!

LO C A L-P A P E R S -P R O JE C TS -R E S U M E S
528-7078 (L O.) 7 DAYS/WK

21 AT LA S T' LEG AL NOW !
•WATCH O U T HERE C O M E S B EAR HOPE U SUR VIVE M IRACLE MILE'?!
I'L O V E ’Y O U 'M IS S 'Y O U 'W A N T -Y O U '
YOUR DANISH PRINCESS X O X (C LU E)!'

SEN SATION AL P O S TE R S ' Mind-boggling
art Free catalog T E Breitenbach.
PO Box 538A. AHamont N Y 12009

Test Preparation Seminar
Tues S e ^ 27th 10am-12pm
Chase Hall Rm 104 756-1256

INDIA CLUB

Crandel Gym
Classes M7-9pm W9-11pm Sat
New Students M Sept 26 9pm

SU N G LA SSES' and an outstanding deal!
Ray-Ban. O a k l^ . Vuarnet. Sundoud.
Revo's. B ucci. Gargoyles. Frogskins.
Maui-Jims. Hobie. arid Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10^. ott
the top with a Cal Poly 0 Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T shirts too T he Sea Barn Ayila Beach

756-2511

S TR E S S M A N A G EM EN T G R O U P
CAR EER PLANNING W O R K SH O PS
O C T 24th, 31st. N OV 7th
BAP G R O U P FO R GAYS AND L E S B IA N ^
MONDAY.9/26.FOB 24B.7PM

ALPHA CRISIS PR EG N A N CY C E N TE R
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE P R EG N AN C Y T E S T
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE”
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY

MARCUS!

Wb're sure glad to have you back
home Let's make this a year to
REMEM BER
Lose 10-29lbs in 30 days guaranteed
call Chris 543-0172

OH HONEY
What a charige'
Will it Iasl7
Hope so!!

W E LL S S P O R TS W E A R O U T L E T
SUM MER B L O W O U T
ONE P IECE $4 99 TW O P IEC E $5 00
EXER C ISE TIG H TS S 1 1FR EE
REEBOK TANK W ITH $20 P UR C H ASE
245 TANK FARM BD T U E S TH R U SAT
to 00 T O 5 30 541-4248

ROBOCOP

This Fri & Sat. Chumash Aud
7 0 0 .9 15pm $1.75

AEROBICSISIGNLANGUAGE! SOCIAL
DANCE! AND MORE!

FIR ST M 0 N IG H T M OVIE THIS SEASO N

BEETLEJUICE
FRI 23 SAT 24 AT TH E F R E M O N T

Sign-uptora
Rec Sports Fitness A Leisure Class
m UU 119 (we've moved!) or call
1366 for more info

L O S T Decorative wooden box.
Important to family. Lost in
P c ^ Groves Wtod Sep 14 about 7pm
Please return to Judy Phillips
544-9499

D O Y O U R S EN IO R P R O JE C T
lor the Tipsy Taxi Program'
Art Bus Jour/PR MKtg Stat Maiors
Welcome •C^ll Frank at 543-2968

ASSISTAN T PLANER $1763-2142
Education/Experience equiv to coll, grad
with a Bachelor 's Degree in
Planning or closely related field.
No add'lexp required. C D L required
at time of application Submit
County application form to Personnel
Office. Boom 364. County Govt
Center. San Luis Obispo. Ca 93408,
by 9-23-68 (805)549-5959
JOBLIN E PH O N E N U M B ER : (805) 5495958
AN E E O E M PLO YER _________________
C O U N S E LO R S
uay camp
Day
C a m p cuunseiuis
counselors iimnjvu
needed
for boys second grade.boysJr hioh,
min age 20 exp .ref 415-283-3795

M AJOR BANK N EED S E N R O LLER S lor
College Master Charge Plan P O 860
Bonsall, C A 92003 619-758-0888

544-1305 SR P R O JE C T SP EC IA LIS T
LINDA BLACK •983 O S O S SLO
DOCUGR APH ICS Word Processing
Fast Service •Student Rates
937 6992/Sanla Maria-7 days/wk
R4R W ORD PROCESSING AND TY P IN G
(Rona).LASER PRINTER w/100-i-type fonts.
s t u ^ t rates,544-2591,by appt. only___
RESUM E, PAPERS, P R O JE C TS . W O R D
PRO CESSIN G DONE IN SO. C T Y
C O N SH A 'S O FFIC E SUPPLY PISM O
BEAC H 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

'

l i ^ D E L S W A N T E D C O M P L IM E N T A R Y
C U TS
PERM S & C O LO R S MATRIX HAIR SH O W
CALL 541-2015 O R 773-2015 EV E S

ALL Y O U HAVE T O D O IS W H ISTLE
Become an Intramural Official
Attend trainino Clinics Sept 24 &
25 Call Rec Sports for info x1366

R O TTW E ILER X PUPS FOR SALE
(2 MALES/2 FEM ALES) $50.00 EA
C O N TA C T B R UC E AT 549-8956 EV E S

SKI G EAR S TR E U L E SW ISS 190cm.
SALOM ON SK91 B O O TS 10M TY R O LIA
490 BINDINGS P O LES BAGS ALL $200
CALL 543-2106 A F TE R 6PM (ALL NEW)
Typewriter IBM selectric IT $340
correcting, wide carriage 489-1097

1967 Mustang 289 Automatic Great
condition in and out $3800 O BO
Scott 461-9307 541-3737
CLASSIC M U STAN G 66 RED
CALL JO H N 528-5711 $5.400 00
REAL C LEA N RUNS E X C E L L E N T
GM C 1985 S-10 BLAZER 4x4 Auto
A/C AM/FM Cassette New Tires &
Brakes xint cond must sell'
$9000 or best offer 4e9-28SB1

Fern Rmmtes needed 4 Pine Creek
condo w/d microwve. call 544-0841
FEM ALE T O SH AR E OW N ROOM IN 3
ROOM M ORR O BAY H O U S E W ITH 2
NICE G U Y S O C E A N VIEW B US A C E S S
D EREK O R AN D Y 772-1642
FM RM MT W AN TED T O SHARE M ASTER
BDRM IN LAGUNA H O U SE
washer/dryer/lots or room
$195/share 541-3273
OW N ROOM W/DR M ICR O Close to
school Pinecreek Fall $275
541-4936

Preschool teacher must love work
with 2'/2-6 yr olds E C E preferred not
required flex schedule 927-5795
W ORK S TU D Y JO B
If you like working with people
This Jobs For You!
$5 50/hr Flexible Hrs
CaH Kathy 541-6751

FUR N ISHED 3 BDM A P T 10 O R 12
M O N TH LEASE 543-1452_________________

Program Aides/Nurses Aides on
call working with developementally
disabled adults. Apply in person.
Casa deVida 679 Meinecke, 3 L O

O C E A N V IE W D E C K .I BD.1 BA.Microwv
D EN /K ITCH EN ETTE,FU R N ISH ED ,U TIL PD
15 M T O POLY.400/MO (818)348-2503

Cheap Pine Shell units.desk.end &
coffee tables $ 15to$69 541-1365
D E S K S FO R S A L E $40-90 O R B E S T O F 
FER
DESK CH AIR S T O O C A LL 544-4848 E V E 
NINGS O R LEAVE M ESSAG E ON TAPE

M roommate for Fall O NLY
$190 mo., share rm in house
close to Poly call 544-2552

A A A 'B E S T PR ICED C O N D O S & HO M ES
LIS TED F R EE INFORM ATION P ACK ET
AVAILABLE O N C A M P U S CALL
M A R G U ER ITE C E N T U R Y 21 541-3432
Perfect tor student 12x45 Mobile
Home in S LO Kids and Pets ok
$20.000. 549-8528
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Mustang Dally

BUDGET

W e specialize in basic and com plex alterations,
leather goods, prom dresses, and redesign.
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M O N 9 :0 0 -5 :0 0
T Ü E , W E D , T H Ü R , A N D FRI 9 :0 0 -5 :3 0
S A T 1 1 :0 0 -2 :0 0
940 C H O R R O S T ., S L O

JOHN KOGER
is pleased to announce
that he is now doing business as

across from the parking garage

c^\iiniiltles

WORK FOR YOURPELF
Aa ■ campus rapraaantativa
youH ba raspofwbta for placing
advartistng malarlalB on buNstln
boards and working on
marksUng programs for dlsnts
such as Amartcan Exprsas,
Boston UnIvarsKy, EuraN, and
various movía compañías,
anxmg othars. Part-tima work,
chooaa your own hours. No
salaa. Many of our raps stay
with us long altar graduation. N
you ara aalf-motivatad, hard
working, and a bit of an
antrapranaur, call or writs for
mors Information to:

AMVUCAN PAtSAOB
NKTWORK
S211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL S064S

1(S0O) 221-6M2 or
CHICAGO DAUA8 LOS ANGELES
NEW YO R K S EA TU E

CARLOS SOSA

Fast
Copies
klnl«>»s
the copy center

973 Fcx)thill
««2 Marsh Street
OPEN 24 HOURS Ol’EN EARLY,
543-0771
OPEN LATE
543-3363

specializing in
Tax-Sheltered Annuities
Single Premium Deferred Annuities
Life Insurance
Serving Cal Poly's Faculty and Staff for over 10 years
541-4872 • P .O .B ox 4008 »San Luis O b is p o ,C A 93403

GRANT JONES

HOLLY A. VAN DEURSEfTH

SUSAN KRUSE

Ì

X

l y i l X Stnictuzal E n g in M rin g

U n i v e r s i t y o f V ir g in ia , F i 

A nalyzing an d d e sig n in g

nance.

bridges. Developed working

sto c k a n d m o n ey m a rk e t

whales and effect of environ ing projects for GM .The HP-

model of a double spandrel arch

trends. Assisted head trader

m ent on distribution of mar

ITBofferseasyalgebraicentry.

bridge.The HP-28S helps him

in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

ine mammals.The new, easy

Plus time value of money, c€ish

analyze structural stress and

Exchange.The HP-12C with

to use HP-22S has a built-in

flows €ind linear regression to

geometry. It’s the only calcu

RPN lets him analyze prices,

equation library w ith solver.

analyze budgets and forecasts.

S tu d ies flu ctu atin g

U c S a n ta C ru z, lla r in e Biol
ogy.

Studies behavior of blue

U n f v t n i t y o f llich ig an , I I B A
c a n d id z to .

A ssisted on p ric

have a three-fold effect on stu
dent affairs programs. She said
that staffing will be reduced
primarily for student positions
and there will be a reduction in
student services and fewer oncampus jobs.
Because of the $18 million
recently given back to CSU, Cal
Poly’s original reduction in funds
has been reduced by $340,000.
This will allow state employees
to receive their cost-of-living in
creases June 1, 1989, instead of
June 30.
Cal Poly will also
receive funding for price in
creases in postage and other
non-personnel budgets. Funds for
utility price increases will be ra
tioned by the state throughout
all 19 CSU campuses, said
Lebens.
Despite the funding given back
to the CSU, Cal Poly and other
state universities will still suffer
from budget cuts. Non-faculty
employees are not receiving their
merit salary raises.
Dorothy Pippin, an officer in
the union for clerical workers and
a department secretary of agri
cultural management, said in an
earlier interview, “ Not getting
merit salary increases or cost-ofliving raises is so devastating to
your morale. Money is tied to
your job evaluation. You feel
your work and contributions are
not valued when you don’t get
your raises.”
Also because of the budget
cuts. Cal Poly cannot hire any
more clerical staff or student
assistants.
Pippin said that if someone
quits and the position is not fill
ed, other employees become
overloaded with work. She said
this will affect the students
because the quality of work
decreases.

PARIS
Fro« page I

solve custom formulas without

ratios, net present value and

giving her access to the most

at your cam pus bookstore. Or

programrrung.With more than

internal rate of return. He can

com m only u sed sc ie n tific

call 1-800-752-0900, Ext 658E,

1500 functions, 32K RAM and

even create his own custom

eq u a tio n s. S ta tis tic s w ith

for your nearest dealer

both RPN and algebraic entry,

programs.The HP- 12C is the

linear regression. And alge-

WeneverttopMkmg''WhMtif...

Kenya, India or Indonesia and
work with the people there as a
senior project.
There is a 60-siudent limit on
the Paris program because of
housing availability. Ericson ex
pects 23-30 Cal Poly students to
attend the first quarter. The
program will be available to
other CSU campuses, but with
priority to Cal Poly students.
According to Ericson, the pro
gram will cost about $2.960.
Students will have the option to
choose from two travel packages
which differ in price and flight
arrangements.
There will be meetings during
winter quarter for those students
interested.
Two informative
meetings are scheduled for Jan.
26 and March 9. Applications
will be accepted beginning in
March.

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci

e sta b lish e d sta n d a rd in fi

braic entry. The ideal student

entific calculator

nancial calculators.

science calculator

H EW LETT
mScM PACKARD

MAJOR

New Achievers in
Heavy Metal, Swing Blues
andM otown.

lator that lets him do both sym

HP Solve lets her enter her own

bolic alg eb ra an d calcu lu s

form ulas and solve for any

It features
p o w e rfu l

variable.
H e w le tt-

matrix math and graphics cap

Packard’s calculators are built

abilities. And HP Solve lets him

for your success Look for them
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HP-28S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-12C FINANCIAL
CALCULATOR

HP-22S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR

books. Family and State: The
Philosophy of Family Law, and
The Child and the State: A Nor
mative Theory of Juvenile
Rights. He is working on a third
book in the series, tentatively
titled ’’Ethics and the Family.”
The fourth and final book will
cover American family policy.
Houlgaie has been chairman of
both the Curriculum Committee
of the School of Liberal Arts and
the Arts and Humanities Lecture
Series Committee. He is a
member of many philosophical
societies and founded the Sixiety
for Philosophy and the Family.
He also consults the Bioethics
Committees at Atascadero State
Hospital and French Hospital.

